GROUNDED

Rester A` La Maison
20 m
ENTRY

EXISTING
TREES TYP.
SENSORY
PATH

This proposal guides us to withdraw ourselves from the constant indoor confinement we have
managed this year and engage in a contemplative, reflective garden that promotes sensory
focus in order to reconnect us to the earth. Among existing woodland, visitors can explore
the one-way meandering path of soft sawdust (shoes optional) framed within a swaying
transparent fabric. Through the mesh, patrons are not only able to celebrate the tree patterns
and shifting light, but they are also able to observe the movements of other visitors while
maintaining space and privacy for their own meditative journey.

48 Meter Pathway
EXIT

EXISTING
TREES TYP.

EXIT

10 m

Grounded offers an interactive, restorative experience that highlights the existing magic and
healing power of nature. Research shows that connection with nature contributes to the
improvement of physical and mental wellbeing, and the global pandemic has proved to be an
extreme obstacle concerning our overall health. We find respite and solace in the outdoors.

ENTRY
MESH
SCRIM

The senses are recharged by the magic of the landscape, which allows visitors to experience a
state of being grounded, one rooted in the healing and connectedness that lies outside of self.
SITE PLAN

1:100

AXON VIEW

MINDFUL SENSES

WOVEN MESH SCREEN

SCRIM ATTACHMENT

MESH SUPPORT

Auditory:

Cable Rope

Wind Through Trees

Loop Sleeve

Birds Insects

Visual:

Scrim Pattern Filtered Light
Tree Repetition

Woven Cotton

Olfactory:

Cotten Scrim

Crisp Air

Vegetation

Protective Sleeve

LED Rope Light
Mesh Hem

Loop Sleeve

Grommet

Tactile:

Cable Rope

Sawdust Tree Bark

PROPOSED MATERIALS
Existing - Paper Birch
Existing - Quaking Aspen
Existing - Black Spruce
Sawdust Path
Cotten Scrim
Cable Rope
Loop Sleeve
LED Rope Light
Grommets
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Betula papyrifera
Populus tremuloides
Picea mariana

